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Tracklist:

01 - The Long Journey Home
02 - We Have A Liftoff

03 - Nothing But Little Dots
04 - Is There Anybody Out There

05 - Missing Home
06 - A Million Lightyears Away

07 - We Shouldn't Be Here
08 - The Sound Of Fear

09 - Baby, I'm Coming Home!
10 - A Desolate Planet

11 - What Is This Place?
12 - Frozen Surface

13 - Who Built This?
14 - Hazardous Environment

15 - The Gas Giant
16 - Encountering The Cueddhaest

17 - Encountering The Entrope
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18 - Encountering The Glukkt
19 - Encountering The Ilitza

20 - Encountering The Kschar
21 - Encountering The Meorcl
22 - Encountering The Raxact
23 - Encountering The Reeves

24 - Encountering The Wolphax
25 - Duel To The Death
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absolute \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t game, worth about 15 bucks. If you play on hard or pro its just
tackling the other team for 20 minutes and when you get it they just steal it back. so\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
wasted 60 bucks on this. when you make a break and try to pass to one of your players it just goes over the sideline. When you
kick the ball and try to gain territory the other team just kicks it back and there players are next to you when you catch it clearly
offside but its aloud to play on then they steal it and score. forward passes are so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up they throw it
like 10m forward. im not joking.I want a refund and my 20 hours back. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. This is like a hybrid of
Ecco the Dolphin, Katamari Damacy, and Rez. Take control of your chosen fish. Take on the oceans. Take over the sea.

When you start out, the game will feel cumbersome and weird. Fish everywhere, and lasers, oh god, the lasers. Then you just
roll with it. You turn rogue sardines to dust with but a thought. Bring entire schools of salmon to ruin.

See the seals driven before you, hear the lamentations of their women(?). Conquer a fleet of battleships, and go to war against
the giant squid that would oppress your people(?).

All this and more.

Be the ace of seafood.. Lost girl`s [diary] is a story driven game but??? Wait i put 11 hrs on this game??? Don't recomend this
game not a good story.

Things to do in Lost girl`s [diary]
1) Play the game
2)Refund the game
3)Cry

Rate of game 1 out 10. Great indie game, the graphics are not perfect but the gameplay is well done and the story is ok.
Definitely worth five dollars. Its ok for about a dollar or free but dont expect much.

+Chatter between the main character and the Fist is somewhat...bearable.
+The pixel graphics and environments are ok.
+The story is kinda entertaining.

-Enemies act all the same as well as bosses. Not enough variety.
-"upgrades" don't really do much at all.
-The fighting just gets dull and repetitive quickly.
-achievements are nice, except the ones where you have to level up each character to the max of which there are 20. I started a
second playthrough and at level 18 out of 40. Im guessing it would take maybe 5 playthroughs per character for 100
playthroughs. NO. BEAR YOU.
-No co-op, not even local. Inexbearable.
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These are surprisingly engaging games. I enjoy them a lot!!. The Music, Artstyle and feels are fantastic.

Probably not for children.. Looks cool in the trailer but sadly there are so many things rendering the game unplayable.
Why doesn't it fully support a XBox 360 controller? The sticks seem to work not quite right. Next thing is the camera... The
game is all about speeding drones, so why is the camera bugged? It stays focussed at the drone's left side making the game
unplayable. I even tried out the other camera modes: While the first person mode won't even work, there is a perspective which
is supposed to be on drone's center, but is also rotated by 90 degrees, so you'll always be presented with what's happening on the
right side of your drone -.-"

Sorry developers. It's a very nice idea but I can't recommend this game in its current state

I guess it was also supposed to cost around 20$ when it first came out, that's why I put it on my wishlist back then... I mean, I
would be pretty disappointed if it would just turn into a f2p game for which I wasted thost 20 bucks...). This is a nice little
japanese survival dungeon game, still at the start and gameplay is good enough. you gotta carefully plan and inspect every spot
(e.g. walls with vines etc.etc. for hidden 'survival aid')

Although the adult element is removed, will not affect gameplay.

Note: I am playing the non-steam ver. it would be nice that steam version have the bouncing oppai.. Non-essential cosmetic
DLC. Fantastic skins for each of the Bombshells agents especially Red Card. 3.5\/3. its fun. too much bots tho
. Direct and to the point - it's a simple no-frills roguelike, and it delivers exactly what it offers. Easy to pick up and put
down, and not a bad way to kill some time.. Starts off as a tough old-school dungeon crawler where your party can get
wiped by the first enemy in the game. Sadly, the combat difficulty rather goes out the window after the first third of
the game, and the underlying mechanics are a little too simplistic to sustain the ~18 hour playing time.

By the time I reached the endgame, the battles had devolved to simple repetition, devoid of any challenge. Thankfully,
the puzzles and the level design were varied enough to keep me interested.

Despite its faults, I would still recommend SSU to any blobber fan - it's a fun, short game in a sadly underserved
genre.. Main attraction for me has to be the look of the game, its cute, and you can customise your units. There's
building, exploration, resource management and some planning to do which if you want to chill can be done in a
sandbox where you won't be attacked unless you want to. That's pretty much what have done with the game.

There's a nice touch where you can put your characters on Auto and let the game run itself.

The game has faults though. Although you can build walls I really couldn't work out how to link sections of wall. The
resource management is painful, you progress through ages and need different resources in each, well that has a
limited appeal and only really serves to make the game drag on. The Campaign game chugs on a bit and you barely
need to concentrate to win, right up to a level where the game just goes demented and it really is a challenge to get
through, at which I stopped playing. To get a perfect game you need to get past the very hard Campaign level and grind
for some level achievements and kills. Well I'm not going to bother as it'll take too long.

Its a good game, massive amount of work has gone into it and really like the visuals and theme. I sort of like it, but the
Achievements difficulty and the Campaign game can be really annoying.
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